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Introduction
Do you realise that they constitute barely 0.6% of the world
population? It’s because there’s a massive obstacle in
cryptocurrency’s path towards global adoption. Billions of
people around the globe are unable to participate in the
cryptocurrency revolution today because of Fiat (Cryptocurrency
conversion difficulty). People in developing and underdeveloped
nations form a huge chunk of the global population, and face
regulatory uncertainty, banking delays and issues in buying or
selling of cryptocurrencies with fiat. Moreover, available fiat onramp options have several issues:

Problem
The world’s cryptocurrency investors have limited access to
leading global financial markets. They can invest in other crypto
assets but can’t easily trade equities, indices or commodities.
Black horse exchange will democratize investment and make
the assets of the world’s leading enterprises accessible to
everyone – no matter what type of currency, crypto or fiat they
choose to trade in. We will empower cryptocurrency owners by
enabling them to invest in crypto, established companies and
traditional assets seamlessly without having to swap their
Bitcoin or Ethereum tokens for fiat. In doing so, we will become
the first tokenised assets exchange.

Regulatory issues
The explosion in cryptocurrency has created many
opportunities for investors. The sector has corrected in price
but doesn’t show signs of a slowdown in adoption: there were
estimated to be 63 million Balockchainwallet users globally by
Jan 2021, Compared to 39 Million the Previous 1 Year.
Despite this, the biggest and most liquid cryptocurrencies do
not allow participation in regulated financial markets.

As a result, crypto owners
have limited opportunities to participate in lucrative, established
financial exchanges. They are fenced in.
In many countries, regulators are trying to accommodate the
intricacies of emerging crypto sectors within the conservative
frameworks of existing legislation. Often, regulators have been
responsible for limiting the potential of products or services,
leading to compromised functionality and slow rates of adoptiIn
many countries, regulators are trying to accommodate the
intricacies of adption
In particular, participation today in regulated financial markets
with cryptocurrencies like BTC or ETH is limited. Investors who
purchase crypto are rarely given the opportunity to trade the
global financial markets with their holdings. Most existing
exchanges require clients to exchange their BTC or ETH into fiat
rather than using them to trade directly in underlying market
asset classes through tokenised assets.

Solution
Blackhorse.exchange Bel Company, in partnership with the
Capital.com group, a best-in-class trading platform, will
revolutionize the cryptocurrency investment ecosystem by
enabling anyone using Bitcoin (BTC) or Ethereum (ETH) to
benefit from the changing price of shares, commodities,
indices, fiat currencies and other financial assets from the
world’s best-known companies using tokenized assets. This
means they don’t have to put their crypto holdings under price
pressure or swap them into fiat.
Blackhorse.exchange will eventually give users access to more
than 10,000 global financial assets over

the next few years, with more than 150 available at launch. The
platform will debut in English and Chinese. Shortly after this, we
will add support for all the major Asian languages and for other
languages where we see demand. blackhorse.exchange will be
the world’s first regulated tokenized assets platform

Our top five features
Smart Token Fund - it helps those who want to invest in
crypto to find more skillful ones and share their
experience, thus managing their crypto portfolio and
making it beneficial
Instant Deposits - they help to complete transactions
almost within seconds
Accessibility across platforms - transactions can be
completed via almost all the existing operating systems
including Android, IOS, Windows, Mac
Advanced trading tools - Black horse exchange is
brought to life by a dedicated team of blockchain
professionals who have built up all the features and
charting tools of TradingView. They help to analyze prices,
data, graphs and charts and make the best out of your
research.
Wide variety of coins - there are 100+ cryptocurrencies
available for fast and comfortable trading.

How it works
blackhorse.exchange is the world’s first regulated
tokenized assets trading platform that allows users to
trade the underlying market price of traditional asset
classes using cryptocurrencies or fiat as collateral. They
can trade in crypto and profit in crypto.
As the world’s first tokenized assets platform,
blackhorse.exchange will issue 10,000-plus different
tokens pegged to the underlying market price of
traditional asset classes. They will include companies
such as Amazon, Apple, Volkswagen, and Coca-Cola;
indices such as the Dow Jones 30, the S&P 500, or the
Nasdaq 100; and commodities such as gold, silver, and
Brent Crude. Opening trade will give you a token that
tracks and moves according to the underlying
instrument’s price. These tokenized assets allow investors
access to diverse established financial markets, while at
the same time giving them the opportunity to build their
crypto holdings. Crucially, they enable investors to benefit
from market-wide price action without placing their
crypto holdings under price pressure or turning their
crypto portfolio into fiat. blackhorse.exchange tokenized
assets are underpinned by robust and immutable
blockchain technology. Unlike traditional systems, it is
inherently transparent and open – candlesticks of prices
are saved and available regularly. Blockchain allows users
to check blackhorse.exchange asset prices against
competitors. Regulatory details and fee lists are upfront
and easily accessible.

Roadmap

Phase
1
P2P into Binance Ecosystem

Phase
2

Binance’s user-base
Fiat on-ramp solution
Black horse exchange P2P
P2P for existing Binance users

Fiat on-ramps &
Partnerships
Fiat on-ramps
Partnerships

With crypto users over 400 million, the world market got Lot of
Demand for Transparent, Safe and Fast exchange. With our
tried and tested P2P technology, strong product, and team,
Black horse exchange is already a market leader in the Indian
cryptocurrency ecosystem. On the other hand, Binance has a
massive brand reputation and community presence all around
the world. Black horse exchange acquisition by Binance is
another step towards making cryptocurrency accessible to
everyone in the world, and achieving our mission of involving
everyone into the blockchain revolution. Together, we’ll be able
to maximize cryptocurrency adoption not only in USA, but every
developing nation where fiat on-ramps have to be built.

